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,   -  , .: The model might be more widely accepted than 

it had been if it were expressed less in biological terminology (the medical language of brain structure) and more in 
everyday street language… Identifying the left-brained versus the right-brained spectrum with a range of colors (blue for 
left-brained and red for right-brained), and the metaphors of earth and sky for the concrete, versus abstract, dimension, 
I found that most people quickly grasped the basic premise of the model (T+D, March, 2003). 

    ,      -
   : …because blowing down the «trach» tube might actually extend the re, as it did here. 

(The surgeon and hospital were not named; the lawsuit resulting from the patient’s death was settled out of court.) 
(Massachusetts Medical Law Report, December 27, 2010); Authorities told him that his custom-made, motorized chair 
with caterpillar treads instead of wheels, which moves like a tank, would have to be licensed like one («Category H» 
vehicle, one category higher than a «road roller»). Starr said his chair was the only way he could play at the beach with 
his kids (Daily Mail, December 15, 2011).

-          : 
 : • Reagan’s reaction to the PATCO (Professional Air Traf c Controllers Organization) 

strike was widely portrayed as harsh (Pew Research Center publications, February 22, 2011).   
   : It compared CBT (cognitive behavioural therapy – changing 

how people think and act), graded exercise therapy – gradually increasing the amount of exercise, and adaptive pacing 
therapy – planning activity to avoid fatigue (The Lancet, December 29, 2010);

  : • My job was to get men to talk for as long as I could by playing along with their 
fantasies. Sometimes they ran up bills of [yen] 10,000 to [yen] 20,000 (Japan Communication, September, 2003);

   : • Most (58%) Americans say things like this are just the isolated acts of 
troubled individuals. Only about half as many (31%) saw the shooting in Tucson as a re ection of broader problems in 
American society (Pew Research Center publications, January 19, 2011);

     , : • A toxic combo of rage and guilt has kept Mac 
inconsolable and quick-tempered, gradually poisoning his relationships with his long-suffering wife, Sara (Joy Parmer 
Moore), and their other son, Blake (Rob Erickson), a rebellious teen who has fallen in with bad companions (Variety, 
February 22, 2011);

  : • The screenplay by Howard A. Klausner («Space Cowboys»), based on Evans’ 
original story… (Variety, February 22, 2011);

  : • RHIC takes atoms of gold and swings them around two 3.8 kilometre (2.4 mile) 
circular tubes where powerful magnets accelerate them to almost the speed of light (BBC News Online, February, 18, 
2011);

  ,   : • Good nonetheless charged the Pumpkin Ridge Golf 
Club (Hillsboro, Ore.) with negligence and led a $3 million lawsuit in January (KATU-TV (Portland, Ore.), January 
21, 2011);
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   : • Det. Tom Laughlin, who (temporarily, he says) lost his mind (Sarasota 
Herald-Tribune, January 11, 2011); First, according to a case written up in December in the Massachusetts Medical 
Law Report, do not let the laser set re to the patient’s throat (Massachusetts Medical Law Report, December 27, 
2010);

  : • Other sex services such as telephone clubs terikura and even enjo kosai (or 
compensated dating) also rake in billions of yen for the telecom rms (Japan Communication, September 23, 2003).

   ,    ,   -
,       .     -

       ’     (   ), .: 
The police report noted that one of the victims (who had a gun waved in her face) was Terri Staino, 38 (KATU-TV, 
1-21-2011); One of the counselors praised the recent public cries by Speaker of the House John Boehner and hoped 
that President Obama (who stopped just short of tears at the memorial service for victims of the recent Tucson, Ariz., 
shootings) would someday step over that line (San Francisco Chronicle, December 24, 2011).

,     ,     ,  -
          ’     ,    

: In December, J.P. Morgan Chase abruptly ended a program that had allowed military personnel to 
defer paying on Chase-owned student loans while on active duty. Three weeks later, NBC News reported that Chase’s 
mortgage division had long been ignoring a federal military protection law by charging 4,000 active-duty personnel 
higher mortgage-interest rates than permitted (and improperly foreclosing on 14 of them). That same week, Chase was 
found to be advertising (through an agent) a foreclosed-on, 5-year-old house in Rexburg, Idaho, without adequate notice 
that it was infested with «thousands» of garter snakes. (In February, Chase reinstated the student-loan deferments 
and apologized for ignoring the federal law.) (NPR, December 19, 2011).     
       ,     

 .
      -  ,   

  : Stress tests, now highly recommended (I thought this was just a daily activity in my 
life) are necessary to see if you have «leakage» from one of your heart valves (South Florida CEO, July 12, 2002); «How 
can the best picture not have the best directing?!» someone invariably huffs. (Usually the Best Picture’s stiffed helmer) 
(Cinema, September, 2005). 

      ,  ,      -
,         , .: Dieticians are fond of reciting the mantra ‘all foods 

can t into a healthy diet’ and telling people that there are no «good’ or «bad» foods. But considering that 64 percent of 
adults (plus an alarming 15 percent of children) are categorized by the government as overweight, some experts say this 
message is baloney (which happens to be a really bad food!) (Shape, August 23, 2003). Baloney – 1) ; 2)  

 . 
   ,    ,   : Not that the 

spring is bad (usually it’s terri c), it’s just so visible (Cinema, September, 2005).
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The article analyses functional-semantic peculiarities of parentheses in the newspaper text. The majority 
of parentheses in this style have specifying-explaining and informative functions. It is observed that in the text of 
newspaper there are sentence, textual parenthetic constructions and there are no meta-textual parentheses which may 
be explained by the limit of publishing space in newspapers.
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